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Overview
• With the advent of 'new tools' such as the telephone,
computer databases, and inexpensive online survey
software, you have all the technology you'll ever need to
conduct cost- and time effective research in house.
• We will discuss
1) How to develop in-house capacity to use simple tools to
conduct research.
2) Choose and implement the right projects. Measure
audience satisfaction, assess feasibility of new/improved
services or initiatives, diagnose a failed program, and
directions … in-depth without spending an extra dime.
3) Keys to managing your in-house intelligence function—
managing tech and human elements of research in a
way so you can make data-driven decision-making an
affordable capacity that grows over time to the point
you won‗t want to make moves without it.

Horror Stories & Extreme Opinions
• ―It took us two years to undo the damage caused by
how we applied the last study.‖
• ―Conducting research in-house is like performing
surgery on yourself.‖
• ―These are very troubling findings. We have to take
action now.‖
• ―Thanks! It was interesting. It totally
confirmed everything I think about
the membership.‖

Key principles:
developing your in-house
capabilities

How to Develop In-House Capacity
1. Develop internal skills
2. Manage your audience
3. Practice appropriate methodologies
4. Select/use best online survey tool
5. Teach staff/leaders: read/use results
6. Reduce mistakes over time

#6. Avoiding mistakes
– NOT ignoring your findings
• So often, research is as ―checklist item‖
• Board or calendar dictates, breathe
sigh of relief when done
• Particular risk with in-house/low cost projects

– NOT overreacting
• Good research often uncovers disgruntlement
• Get Board/staff to accept, apply constructively

– NOT under-using research as tool
• Program evaluation should be a core competency
• Research is a way to get there
• Ensure that it complements the alternative
informal anecdotes, overly detailed reports,
social media…

#1. Develop internal skills
– Writing questions
• Need to be objective, define/adhere to objectives
• Extrapolate from stated need, best practices
• Build a question bank: library of good asks

– Managing online database tools
• Important to push your software‘s capabilities
• Sensible, fast design: versions, pre-tests, revisions

– Manipulating data
• Up-front to manage samples from AMS.
• Back-end to clean data, final reports
• Control who gets what/how many (i.e. SHRM)

– Analysis & reporting
• Storytelling/narrative: creative investigation to
close loop on overall discovery process

#2: Manage your audience
 Get them in the mood
 Share results, transparently & candidly
 Demonstrate a link between knowing & acting
 Explain why you‘re asking for each project
 Encourage them to ask you questions
 Welcome their feedback & scope creep
 Filtering
 Some projects should be specific to a subgroup
 Segmentation/personalization
 Use variable copy to bucket/version
 Ensure research is a direct/
targeted dialogue
 Scope
 Keep a base of non-members:
customers, inquire, formers,
stakeholders/significant others

#3. Practice appropriate methodologies
– Research includes secondary & primary
• Environmental scans, competitive analysis, data
mining, what-if projections/scenarios, memos, old
survey reports, SM/web intelligence
• Primary qualitative: focus groups and interviews
• Primary quantitative: online, phone, mail, fax surveys

– Know when to choose one or more
• Qual: typically do pre-quant for issue identification
• Qual: best for exploratory, open-ended problems
• Quant: best tool to test hypotheses, definitively
measure things
• Qual & Quant: helpful to mix how & why
mix dialogue with monologue
• Quantitative: don‘t avoid using fax,
phone, or mail to push use of online
(avoid disenfranchising)

Telephone polling & interviews
– Important/overlooked source of intelligence
• Low/no cost, quickest to field, report
• Often interviews=more candor than F2F
• Convenience means less biased than focus groups at
conferences/events (AKA ‗pooled enthusiasts‘)

– Common formats
• 15-minute pre-schedule discussion: email/fax recruit
• Speak to enough people: convergence @ 15-30
conversations

– Listen for
• Normal language/jargon, emotive content, ‗digressions‘
• Loosely follow a guide, use probes to get at issues if
mentioned
• Seek to listen supportively, without defensive reactions

#4: Select/use best online tool

Choosing the online tool
 Evaluation methods
 Try demos but implementation=true test
 You‘ll grow in or out of your choice

 What I look for
 Some but not too much design flexibility
 Sufficient variety of response devices (matrix,
numeric allocations)
 Easy versioning for pre-tests
 Easy to use: ‗60 minute/21 year old‘ criteria
 Reliable push & personalization/collectors
 Sufficient back end analysis
 Easy progress checks during fieldwork
 Easy downloads, basic internal reporting (counts
rather than graphics)

How to maximize participation
• Avoid asking the same questions over and over
– Learn to do overlays of demographics (software or after
the fact)
– Use filter/cross-tab feature to measure response by
segment, link responses to one question & another
(causality)
• Identify/address signs/sources of bias
– Low response rate often doesn‘t matter but ensure
adequate representation of segments
– New members, passive/unengaged, larger companies=low
responders
– Don‘t over-survey or get lazy on filtering/segmentation
• Use campaign management, effective appeal language to
boost response
– ―10/5/0/-5‖ timing; deadline extensions
– Employ both logic & emotion in invitation/reminders
– Use address book/followup non-respondents only while
protecting confidentiality
• Same rules apply to qualitative as quantitative:
engagement, sincerity, focus, action, communication

#5: Teaching your internal users
– In a traditional feedback loop:
• Begin with an end in mind
• Plan/test, implement/rollout, examine/report,
modify/revise. Repeat endlessly
• Research is one of the assessment tools

– For any of our problems … feasibility, postmortem, measure needs, industry conditions
• Our ‗internal clients‘ will be imperfect
• Extremes: over-reaction or ignoring findings
• Over time: risk of complacency/indifference

– Keys: finding a champion
• Someone each year/project who knows
– It‘s best available data
– Accepts findings without knowing the exact cause
– Remembers previous studies & builds knowledge

Decisions: internal research function
– Centralized or decentralized
• Service bureau/distributed access-common tools

– Selective outsourcing
• Need to use external help on a few projects?
• Basic training for software chosen

– Building expertise
• Small library of texts: Sage, Dillman
• Using survey software firm guides/help/resources
• Online forums (AMA research), websites (Quirks)

– Introduction/permission from Board
• Encouraging them to value the tool, make datadriven decisions ingrained in culture

Benefits of internal research function
– Unparalleled access & market knowledge
• Members know & trust you, easy fieldwork
• License to ask good questions if used wisely

– Exploit a market advantage
• Lower cost of production=more, right studies
• Basic training for software chosen

– Improve your decision support
• Better data typically=better
decisions
• Better/more robust guidance
than Board offers
• Be able to distinguish between
the lone gunman & the tip of
the iceberg

Key principles:
choose & implement
the right projects

Research program: portfolio of projects

What would your ‗portfolio‘ look like?
• What kinds of problems do you have?
– What problems have you had?
(that went unexplained)
– What problems might/will you have?

• In what way are/can they become research
problems?
– How would you go about it,
conceptually & operationally?

Illustrations/Scenarios

A. Feasibility
B. General Needs Assessment
C. Single-Topic Studies

D. Post-Mortem

A) Logical questions to ask: feasibility
• Introduction:

• We are considering a new xx service to address yy issue.
We need your help.

• Core questions

– Statement of need/relevance
• How often do you encounter yy today?

• How do you address the need that xx would meet today?

– Estimating the benefit

• What is the cost of yy in terms of foregone revenue, lost
employee productivity, compliance costs, etc.?

– Estimating value

• How much would it be worth to address this issue?

– Projecting use/evaluating alternative approaches

• Which would you use if offered: training program, more
aggressive grassroots activity, an online forum, a
subscription series, a special website (one, many, or all)
• What objections or concerns do you have?

– Process/engagement

• Would you be willing to serve on an ad hoc task force or
be willing to beta-test/evaluate later?

How do we interpret findings? (feasibility)
• Possible findings, what they‘d mean
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

40% have HR screening issues today: bad hires, liability
Another 25% have symptoms, don‘t recognize it yet
20% with problem are comfortable with internal solutions
3 respondents identified unique external providers
The average cost/bad hire=$2,500 & average=12
Base on foregone revenue: can‘t measure lost productivity
Many familiar with a famous compliance case
Estimated value of association services:
training $450 +/- $125, conditioned on what they pay now
Alternative services run 20% to 30% higher cost
Members prefer association does grassroots & forum:
skip the subscription, refer them to an existing website
Biggest objections: issue lies in association‘s purview, but
commercial solutions not seen as core competency
20% very, 35% somewhat likely, 35% uncertain, 10%
definitely would not use a training program
Results vary sharply by segments within membership
Many willing to advise now

B) Questions to ask: global needs assessment
• Needs to provide answers to key questions
–
–
–
–
–
–

Behavior: what/how much use, read, visit?
Importance/satisfaction: gap analysis
Priorities: what audience cares about most/least
Tangible benefits/intangibles (culture, image)
Contribution of each service to overall value
Communications, education preferences

• Focus on both members and non-members
– Non-members have well-defined opinions also
– 80% retention=20% each year new (if lucky!)
so non-members are tomorrow‘s members
– Non-member population often includes former members,
others with meaningful exposure

• Consider alternatives to the mega-survey
– Serialized studies or panels that link responses to an
individual over time

Analysis & interpretation: program performance
Magazine
Convention
Monthly newsletter
Pepsi program
Trade Show
Liability/property insurance
Products
Promotions packet
Information on web site
Section regional meetings
Music licensing discount programs
worker's comp insurance

Excellent

IMPACT seminars
Consumer promotions

Good

Group purchasing programs

RED=Affinity programs

Local Marketing Toolkit
University
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Programs/benefits management
Illustration of benefits mix
Small Trade Association: core benefits
• RSA Convention
• RSA Trade Show
• IMPACT seminars
• RSA University
• Consumer promotions/Local Marketing
Toolkit*
• Pepsi program
• Promotions packet
• RSA magazine
• RSA Today monthly newsletter
• RSA Section regional meetings
• Web Information
• RSA worker's comp insurance*
• RSA liability/property insurance*
• Music licensing discount programs*
• Group purchasing programs*
• RSA products
* potential golden handcuff
xxx: potential core/sunset

Program
Categories

“Golden
Handcuffs”
Affinity
Programs

Core Services

Note: member usage, perceptions = distinction between potential and actual

Data mining, briefly

In theory we have a great database…
actually good for demographic &
behavior matching/overlays

Some of my favorite questions ever

Non-members:
1. Matrix of
perceptions

2. Laundry list
of experiences,
usage and
touches.

Favorite questions

Members: 1. What you belong to
2. Jim’s ultimate question/net
promoter score
3. Perceived value exercise

Mooooore favorite questions
1. Top of mind comparison/competitive intelligence 2. Aided recall (readership)

C) Areas of questioning: single-topic studies
• Readership: recall, relevance, length/depth read,
receive-read lag time, importance & satisfaction, pass-on
rate, format preferences, preferred topics, other
pubs/media used, why not read.
• Education: frequency of attendance (yours and others),
satisfaction, F2F web preferences, session length, recency
of adoption, reasonable price, travel issues, preferred
locations, best provider top-of-mind, topics, probable
future intent, reasons for not attending.
• New members: how learned, expectations, future
intentions (engagement & retention), interest in
volunteering, mentor/mentee, service awareness,
opinions on key association issues.
• Business/employment outlook:
reactions to economy, current profitability,
expense categories, recent trend in
revenue/customers/income, anticipated
future trends, desired assn assistance.

D) Post Mortems
• How to investigate things that suck(ed)
– Is membership tanking due to inadequate/
poor bundle of services or value proposition?
– Has attendance at recent conferences been subpar,
declining or below expectations?
– Are well-placed members complaining about things?

• Sensitive topics require more sensitive approaches
– Use interviews not focus groups, avoid polarizing
– Be firm, sometimes opaque in approach
– More ‗objective‘ reporting to keep
emotions out of it
– Some issues do have winner & losers
– Avoidance rarely trumps knowledge &
enlightened self-interest

Key approaches: post mortems
• Ask members what they thought of xx
– Non-committal, no witch hunt, perhaps not identifiable
– This may be the one time to be opaque

• Address the endemic problems
– Some issues are one-time disasters
– Most are icebergs waiting to happen;
it ‗takes a village‘ and years to get there
– Learn to avoid making same mistake twice
– Work on the long-term issues: progressive
revenue enhancement
– Visionary strategic planning
– Ensuring data about the past can
be projected into the future
– Member perceptions are shockingly slow
to change: transgressions are remembered
– Goodwill also has a long shelf-life

Bonus Round: If it‘s 9:45 & I see this slide…
–
–
–
–
–
–

―The death of surveys‖ (Jeff)
Rolling intelligence systems (panels)
Premiums & paying for respondents
Typical deliverables & reports
Re-mining: no such thing as old data
The dynamics of chapter structures &
CA as unique large state/culture
– Umm, ask about the weather
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